
CENTRAL CONTROL UNIT

The operation of the central control unit is relay based.
Each operation of the tail-lift has a relay of its own and its wiring is shown in electric
schema below. Symbols of the schema are:
L = lifting T = tilting
D = divert valve, lowering / tilt down P = pump start
OUT = slide cylinder control IN = current feed

In the MLA- model tail-lift there is extra print card. Extra print card controls slide cylinder
and auto tilt option.
Symbols of the schema are:
S = slide cylinder control AT = auto tilt
IN = auto tilt control T = tilt cylinder lock valve control
SL = slide cylinder lock valve control

WARNING! The connections on print card are for the tail-lift use only. It is
forbidden to use print card connections to any other application.



CONTROL CURRENT

The control current switch and platform warning light must be located to vehicles cabin.
Locate control switch and warning light in visible and user friendly place. In electrical
connections act on vehicles manufactures instructions.

        Control current switch      Warning light

WARNING! Current feed for warning light / pressure switch must be taken
directly from battery. It is forbidden to take current from tail-lift control switch.

In the warning light only one pulp is connected, if wanted both bulbs can be connected
by installing wires as shown in drawing with dashed lines.
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CONNECTING THE PUSH BUTTON BOXES

In MLA- models there is two control boxes in main button box. First one is for security
and slide operations, second one is for platform control.

NOTE! Security button must be always activated when operating tail-lift.

The wiring of control boxes is shown on next page.

When installing control boxes obey minimum safety distance as shown drawing bellow.
This will give the user safety distance against operating tail-lift.

The push button boxes cables are number coded as follows:
1 = + current feed 2 = lifting
3 = lowering 4 = tilting up
5 = tilting down 6 = slide in
7 = slide out





AUTOMATIC TILTING

The tail-lift is also available with automatic tilting option. If there is no foot control sys-
tem, automatic tilting option doesn�t require any extra installations.
If tail-lift is equipped with foot controls, foot controls cable must be connected to print
card. Make sure that foot controls cable doesn�t rub down to tail-lift structure when tail-
lift is in use.

Full aluminium platforms foot controls cable colours differences from drawing as fol-
lows:
Current feed + Yellow/green
Lowering Brown
Lifting Blue
























